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Course Information 
A detailed study of the Old Testament prophetic genre: Isaiah−Malachi.  Focus will be on 
introductory material, salient literary features, theology, canonical contribution, and contemporary 
debates. 
 
Course Objectives 
By the end of the course, the student should be able to: 

1. Situate each of the Old Testament prophetic books in their Sitz im Leben (original setting 
in life) within the Ancient Near Eastern development of “prophecy,” the Israelite 
prophetic tradition, and the historical events in the ancient world. 

2. Demonstrate how the Old Testament prophecies point to and find fulfillment in Jesus 
Christ. 

3. Articulate a post-New Testament understanding of the territorial promises within the Old 
Testament prophetic books. 

4. Argue toward an ordering of the Old Testament books, demonstrating how such ordering 
impacts the interpretation of individual books. 

5. Explain how the Old Testament prophetic books fit into the wider salvation history 
(Heilsgeschichte) of God, particularly noting what relevance these books have for Jesus-
followers today. 
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Course Outcomes 
Within the ITS Learning Outcomes, this course contributes to shaping students’ aptitude in: 
Hermeneutics & Biblical Theology 

proficient at reading and interpreting biblical Hebrew and Greek, appreciating the 
rhetorical functions of the biblical books in their original social contexts, comprehending 
the contours of redemptive history within a covenantal framework, and possessing a very 
high biblical literacy and trenchant understanding of the gospel.   

Ministerial Leadership 
able to powerfully articulate the gospel both in conversation and preaching, skilled at 
clear written and oral communication, understanding the central role of the local church 
in missions and evangelism, effective at personal discipleship, and committed to the 
sufficiency of scripture.  

Spiritual Transformation  
continually growing in Christ-likeness and bringing forth the fruits of the Spirit, having 
been transformed by the gospel, and living by grace, applying the gospel to all of life. 

 
 
Teaching Method 
This course will center around the reading and studying of the Bible from the assumption that it 
is indeed the inspired Word of God and functions to shape, mold, and transform God’s people. 
Though living and active and timeless in its relevance and shaping function, nevertheless, right 
handling of God’s Word begins with seeking to understand its intended message for its original 
intended audience. Therefore, this class will concentrate on seeking to situate the Old Testament 
prophetic books in their Sitz im Leben (original setting in life). Then, and only after focusing first 
on the intended message for its intended audience, we will look for how these texts point to and 
find fulfillment in the Messiah, Jesus Christ. Along the way, we will engage various scholarly 
debates about the prophets, the texts, prophecy and the Messiah, and the future of Israel. 
 
The primary instructional methods will be lecture, independent reading and writing, and a final 
comprehensive exam. Students should bring a Bible with them to class and be on time. 
 
Course Readings: 
 
Required: 
 
Bullock, Hassell.  An Introduction to the Old Testament Prophetic Books. Chicago: Moody, 

2007. 

Koorevaar, Hendrik. “The Exile and Return Model: Proposal for the Original Macrostructure of 
the Hebrew Canon.” Journal of the Evangelical Theological Society 57/3 (2014): 501-
512. [Provided by the professor.] 

Koorevaar, Hendrik. "The Torah Model As the Original Macrostructure of the Hebrew Canon: a 
Critical Evaluation." Zeitschrift für die Alttestamentliche Wissenschaft 122/1. Berlin: 
Walter de Gruyter, 2010: 64-80. [Provided by the professor.] 

LaRondelle, Hans. The Israel of God in Prophecy: Principles of Prophetic Interpretation. 
Berrien Springs, MI: Andrews, 1983. 
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Moberly, R.W.L. “Theology of the Old Testament.” In The Face of Old Testament Studies: A 
Survey of Contemporary Approaches. Ed., David Baker and Bill Arnold. Grand Rapids: 
Baker, 1999: 452-478. [Provided by the professor.] 

Wilson, Robert. Prophecy and Society in Ancient Israel. Philadelphia: Fortress, 1980. 

Course Assignments 
 
Readings (15% of the final grade): 

Students are to read the entirety of each Old Testament prophetic book during the 
semester and prior to the final exam, along with the entirety of Bullock’s book. The final 
exam will require each student to note what percentage of this reading was completed 
during the semester and prior to the final exam. 
Objective 1 
 

Wilson Paper (15% of the final grade): 
Write a five-page review of the Wilson book. A high-level paper will summarize both the 
contents of the book and especially Wilson’s argument and then engage that argument, 
noting both the strengths and weaknesses of the work. 
Objective 1 

 
LaRondelle Paper (15% of the final grade): 

Write a five-page summary of the assigned reading from LaRondelle’s book, particularly 
describing his hermeneutic. A high-level paper will clearly identify LaRondelle’s 
approach to the prophetic material and LaRondelle’s understanding of the fulfillment of 
both the Messianic prophecies and the territorial promises according to the New 
Testament. 
Objectives 2, 3, 5 
 

Canonical Order Paper (15% of the final grade): 
Write a five-page paper in which you argue for an ordering of the Old Testament, noting 
your reasons for the ordering (making sure to interact with the Koorevaar articles) and 
how such ordering impacts the interpretation of individual books. A high-level paper will 
demonstrate consideration of Koorevaar’s proposal, a well-reasoned argument for a 
specific order, and demonstrate the interpretive impact such ordering has on at least one 
prophetic book. 
Objective 4 
 

Final Exam (40% of the final grade): 
The cumulative final exam will require the student to place each of the Old Testament 
prophetic books in their Sitz im Leben, demonstrate their role within biblical 
Heilsgeschichte (salvation history), and suggest their relevance for people in Indiana 
today. Students will be expected to reproduce from memory the outlines provided in class 
for each of the Old Testament prophetic books. 

 Objectives 1, 2, 5 
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Course Schedule 

DATE  READING  ASSIGNMENT 

21‐Sep  Moberly article    

22‐Sep  Amos, Hosea, Isaiah, Micah, Jonah    

26‐Oct  Koorevaar articles; Wilson book    

27‐Oct  Jeremiah, Zephaniah, Nahum  Wilson Paper due 

16‐Nov  LaRondelle book    

17‐Nov  Daniel, Ezekiel, Habakkuk  Canonical Order Paper due 

7‐Dec 
Haggai, Zechariah, Joel, Malachi, 
Obadiah    

8‐Dec     LaRondelle Paper due 

 
 
Grading Scale 
 

Letter   Percent  Points 
A   96–100  4.00 
A-   92–95   3.67 
B+   88–91   3.33 
B   84–87   3.00 
B-   80–83   2.67 
C+   77–79   2.33 

C   74–76   2.00 
C-   71–73   1.67 
D+   69–70   1.33 
D   67–68   1.00 
D-   65–66   0.66 
F   < 65   0.00 
I    Incomplete  0.00

 
 

Course Policies 
 

Attendance in class is absolutely critical for learning the necessary material. Students are, 
therefore, expected to attend every class session, including colloquia. ITS understands, however, 
that unexpected and unavoidable emergencies do occur in the course of study. Two absences in 
one course will not result in a lower grade. Three or four absences, however, will result in 
lowering the student’s grade by one letter. Five absences will result in an automatic F. 

Incompletes can be granted at the professor’s discretion based on the likelihood that the 
student can complete the necessary coursework with no more than one month of extra time, and 
given that the student is currently passing the course at the time of the request. The regular 
attendance policy still applies. Students are, therefore, encouraged to withdraw if more than four 
classes will need to be missed. 

Plagiarism and cheating will be grounds for an immediate F in any given course. A 
second occurrence will result in expulsion from the school. 
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Bibliography 
 
The following bibliography represents works that have shaped the professor’s approach and that offer 
suggestions for further study. 
 
Arnold, Bill T., and Bryan E. Beyer. Readings from the Ancient Near East (Encountering Biblical 
Studies): Primary Sources for Old Testament Study. Grand Rapids, Mich: Baker Academic, 2002 

This work provides a helpful introduction to the ancient near eastern world through primary 
source materials. 
 

Baker, David W., and Bill T. Arnold. The Face of Old Testament Studies: A Survey of Contemporary 
Approaches. Grand Rapids, Mich: Baker Academic, 2004. 

This work provides an excellent introduction into the scholarly debates surrounding the Old 
Testament today. Though conservative scholars will disagree with many of the conclusions and 
approaches, I think this introduction is a necessary read for any student desiring to engage the 
scholarly world of the Old Testament. 

 
Brueggemann, Walter. Anything he writes, I try to read. Especially formative for me: 

His commentary on Genesis for approaching the text, especially the early chapters, as liturgy and 
formative scripture (despite his dating the book to exile/post-exile). 
Sabbath as Resistance. This book, like Wright’s Old Testament Ethics, demonstrates good 
biblical theology rooted in faithful exegesis. Furthermore, it has shaped my own personal 
theology of the Sabbath. 

 
Oeming, Manfred, Joachim Vette, and Manfred Oeming. Contemporary Biblical Hermeneutics: An 
Introduction. London: Routledge, 2017. 

Though I read the original edition in German (I have not yet read the English version), it was a 
key text for me. I wish I would have read this earlier in my academic training, and I strongly 
encourage students to read it. 

 
Satterthwaite, P. E., Richard S. Hess, and Gordon J. Wenham. The Lord's Anointed: Interpretation of Old 
Testament Messianic Texts. Eugene, Or: Wipf and Stock Publishers, 2012. 

This work is a collection of essays exploring the concept of “messiah” in the Old Testament. Both 
interesting and helpful. 

 
Schultz, Richard L. The Search for Quotation: Verbal Parallels in the Prophets. Continuum International 
Pub. Group, 2003. 

An interesting introduction to the study of “verbal parallels” in the Old Testament prophets 
(places where the prophets seem to quote each other”). 

 
Wright, Christopher. Old Testament Ethics for the People of God. Downers Grove, IL: IVP Academic, 
2011. 

Wright’s work is important both for ethics and—equally important—as a demonstration and 
framework for applying the Old Testament through its Sitz im Leben to today. 


